Abstract-Lyapunov exponents (LE) identification problem of dynamic systems with periodic coefficients is considered under uncertainty. LE identification is based on the analysis of framework special class describing dynamics of their change. Upper bound for the smallest LE and mobility limit for the large LE are obtained and the indicator set of the system is determined. The graphics criteria based on the analysis of framework special class features are proposed for an adequacy estimation of obtained LE estimations. The histogram method is applied to check for obtained estimation set. We show that the dynamic system can have the LE set.
I. INTRODUCTION
Lyapunov exponents widely apply to the analysis of dynamic system qualitative behavior. They allow estimating trajectory behavior of various objects in physics [1] , medicine [2] [3] [4] , economy [5] , astronomy [6] . LE determine on the basis of time series analysis most often. Many authors suppose that the a priori information is known about system structure. [7] contains the review of large LE calculation for various classes of systems. Lyapunov exponents estimation algorithm for an unknown dynamic system is proposed in [8] . It allows calculating all LE and is based on the application of networks with the multidimensional prediction. The basis of the network is monotonic sigmoid functions. The task solution is based on parameter selection of functions approximating a time series on the square criteria.
Various algorithms use for calculation of the large LE for time-varying systems on experimental data. Application of these algorithms is based on Takens theorem [9] . Takens showed that the phase portrait (attractor) of a system can be recovered (reconstructed) on the basis of one time series (experimental data). Therefore, the theorem is the basis for calculation of various indicator dynamic system. Takens theorem is a basis for the LE estimation. Wolf [10] and Rosenstein, Benettin [11] methods apply to the definition of the large LE. Many authors generalize and develop these methods. In [12] , algorithms are proposed for the calculation of the large (first) Lyapunov exponent based on logarithm and interpolation of a time series, and also a method of logarithm allocation. The application of the interpolation algorithm gives best results for time-varying systems. The model having the form of the exponent and the sinusoid with phase shift is proposed for compensation of a nonstationary component in a time series. Such approach allows eliminating a nonstationary component from the time series. This procedure is not applicable for time-varying system LE identification as it is removed with a layer of valuable information. Notice that implementation of Rosenstein method represents the labor-consuming procedure associated with choice and specification of system parameters. The neural network algorithm is proposed in [13] for the estimation of the largest LE. It is based on the application of multilayer perceptron.
Two main methods exist for Lyapunov exponents estimation on the time series [14] . The application of these methods is based on previously a recovered attractor in a phase space of some dimension with the help of Takens theorem. The first method [10] determines by two close trajectories in the recovered phase space and traces their behavior on some time interval (Benettin's algorithm [ 15] ). The estimation of the LE spectrum is obtained to the scheme coinciding with LE procedure calculation on an initial system of equations and equations in variations. The relative simplicity is the advantage of this method. The shortcoming of this method is the difficulty of all spectrum Lyapunov exponent identification as the determining role by consideration of two close trajectories is played with the large LE. The second method [16, 17] is based on the use of Jacobin as LE is possible to determine by as Jacobi matrix eigenvalues for a system which generated the considered realization. The advantage of this method is the possibility of non-negative Lyapunov exponents spectrum estimation on short implementation, and the shortcoming is high sensitivity to noise and errors for which reduction various methods and algorithms are used.
Application Takens theorem which is widely used for system State reconstruction in the form of frameworks depends on features of the time series [18] . Naturally, it influences on the efficiency of criteria applied to the orderliness estimation of the system (an attractor). Implementation complexity of LE identification methods can be explained with features of the time series.
So, various method modifications of Rosenstein, Properties of the time series describing change of system variables have significant effect on the accuracy of obtained LE estimations. Various modifications which included the available a priori information are developed for application simplification of specified methods. These approaches are applied to LE estimation of time-varying systems. As a rule, the considered methods allow finding the high (first, large) Lyapunov index. The overwhelming number of publications is devoted to the analysis of systems in which there can be chaos. Time-varying systems have the specifics [19] . In particular, they may contain Lyapunov exponents set. The further modification is required for the approaches and methods considered above for LE estimation. Criteria and procedures for verification of obtained decisions are proposed not always. In [20] the approach to identification of Lyapunov exponents based on the analysis of frameworks special class is proposed. Frameworks describe LE change dynamics of stationary systems under uncertainty. They do not demand the application of the procedures and methods considered above. Below generalization is given this approach on a class of periodic systems. The paper has the following structure. The problem statement is given in section II. The method of system general solution obtaining which is the basis for identification of LE is described in section III. The static model is proposed for determine of system general solution and the question its an identifiability (section IV) is considered. Section V contains formulas for calculation of characteristic indicators. The system coefficient of structural properties which is a basis for the design of frameworks considered further is proposed. Section VI contains bases almost periodic functions to Bohr and the concept  -almost periodic function in Bohr sense is introduced. Framework design method for the LE estimation is stated in section VII. Further frameworks are applied to the estimation of system order and Lyapunov exponents set (sections VIII, IX). Modeling results are presented in section X.
II. RELATED WORKS
We apply a standard formula to LE deriving [9, 14, 19] . Obtained arrays for LE are the basis for the design of frameworks reflecting LE change dynamics in special structural space. We apply an approach and a method proposed in [20] . The structural approach allows determining by a parameter number for LE which are obtained theoretically in [19] . The criteria proposed for LE set select are based on the idea of paper [20] . 
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Write the solution of the system (1) as
where X is the operator who is determined by matrixes ,
AB.
Obtain from (5) the solution of system (1) at (7) properties depend on the choice of the interval q JJ  . The model (7) is applicable also to the case 2 m  .
Determine by the estimation of the particular solution ˆ( ) q Xt of the system (1) using the model (7) on the set I g o . Next obtain the estimation of general solution
where
The proposed approach is generalized to the multidimensional case. Further we consider the system (1) with one input u and one output y . We suppose that the system (1) is identified. Perform this condition check on the basis of the approach proposed in [20] .
V. LE. SYSTEM COEFFICIENT OF STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES
Apply Lyapunov exponents [19] to the estimation of system (1) properties. LE for a real function () ht determine as
is lim t upper limit. 
where g tJ  is the upper bound t on an interval g JJ  .
( 9) there is large LE. If the limit (8) 
Also, the indicator
is applied where lim t  is the bottom limit. It is the Perron bottom index [19, 20] . The idea of Lyapunov exponents application in identification problems is presented in [20] . The proposed approach is based on the analysis of structural properties coefficient (CSP) [20] . Below development of this approach is given. Show at first to an association between CSP and LE.
Introduce the indicator for the system (1) Consider the set
which data about the change of the variable ˆg y contains on the interval g J . We suppose that the system (1) Problem: estimate Lyapunov exponents and the order of the system (1) on the basis of sets I  , I g analysis. As the set (14) is formed on the basis of the model (7), the obtained estimation ˆg y will contain error  . Therefore, the function ˆ() g yt will be almost "periodic".
VI. ALMOST PERIODIC FUNCTIONS TO BOHR
Consider a class of almost periodic functions to Bohr. 
fairly for any 
where  is any positive number. 
VII. FRAMEWORKS FOR LE ESTIMATION
State to the approach to the LE estimation based on the analysis of frameworks proposed in [20] .
Consider sets 
Remark 1. The border of the limit superior to (9) This feature is noted in [19] .
Remark 4. If frequency spectra of lineal ()
are intersected, then we have instead of the pyramid [19] corresponding to a step set of lineal
the pyramid with almost smooth sides. Such representation influences on obtained Lyapunov exponents spectrum.
IX. STRUCTURAL APPROACH TO LE ESTIMATION
Below we develop an approach which does not demand the set I s k processing to the identification of Lyapunov exponents. It is stated in [20] and based on the analysis of frameworks properties proposed in section VI. The approach is based on the analysis of system framework S change in a special space.
It is known [20] that system characteristic indicators influence on a change S . Consider frameworks 
SK
where i designates i -th de-
The framework 
The inequality (19) gives to the admissible boundary (boundary of mobility on [19] ) the change 1  under uncertainty. Areas of mobility for i
Consider criteria for the estimation of set LE M elements and (19) . The concept of the adequacy accepted in parametrical identification theory in this case is inapplicable. As shown in section I, the publications majority is devoted to the calculation of Lyapunov exponents. Questions of the quality check of obtained estimations were not considered. Such theoretical indicators as durability attainability do not give in to validate under uncertainty.
Further, the method is offered for verify so-called  -adequacy of obtained LE estimations. It is based on the analysis of frameworks proposed above.
Consider the framework R . The histogram method is applied in [20] to check of LE estimations (a type of roots) stationary systems. Next, we give to its application.
X. EXAMPLES
Let the requirements to system (1) stated in the section I am fair. The set (4) is known for system (1).
1. Consider a system which phase portrait is showed in Fig. 1 . Input is ( ) 5 2sin(0.2 ) u t t   . Fig. 1 will show that at system there are fluctuations. 
The determination coefficient of the model (21) is 0.99. Construct the system portrait in the space y R to check that the system (1) belongs to systems with periodic coefficients. It is showed in Fig. 2 . They are correlated with results presented in Fig. 4 . Frameworks reflect the state of LE identification system for 3 t  s. LE distribution example on the basis of parameter (22) change analysis is showed in Fig. 6 .
The histogram method [20] confirms obtained estimations i  . The histogram gives to a spectrum of Lyapunov exponents. The LE distribution example on the basis of parameter (22) change analysis is showed in Fig. 6 , where n is the number of hits i  in the specified interval. We will return to the original system (1). The second order system (1) has the following parameters
Matrix A eigenvalues changed in the range:
Modeling results show that the proposed approach allows obtaining LE estimations.
2. Consider the system (1) which phase portrait is showed in Fig. 7 . The information set (4) is known for the system. Input is ( ) 5 2sin(0.2 ) u t t   . Fig. 7 shows that the system has oscillations. The input has only one frequency. Therefore, existence in the framework of oscillations with other frequencies indicates what the system is possible belongs to periodic system class. Apply the approach stated in the first part of this section to LE identification. Find the model (7)  is -0.8. (Fig. 8, 9 ) is defined by system (1) parameters. So, modeling results show that the proposed approach allows obtaining estimations Lyapunov exponent estimations. It gives a complex assessment of the Lyapunov exponent spectrum. This is the main advantage of this method. The basis of this method is frameworks describing to the LE dynamics change. The application of proposed frameworks gives to criteria for LE set selection.
We show that the obtained LE set has  -adequacy property. The histogram method confirms obtained results. Proposed mathematical procedures give numerical confirmation of LE characteristics obtained theoretically by [19] . The structural approach gives the lineal distribution of a dynamic system. containing information on system general solution. We construct the phase portrait which analysis allows making the conclusion about system properties. The concept  -almost periodic function in Bohr's sense is introduced as considered processes are not periodic in the standard sense. We propose frameworks reflecting dynamics of Lyapunov exponent change. Upper bound for the smallest LE and mobility limit for the large LE are obtained and the indicator set of the system is determined. The graphics criteria based on the analysis of framework special class properties are proposed for the adequacy estimation of obtained indicators. The histogram method is applied to check of the obtained estimation set. We show that the dynamic system can have Lyapunov exponent set.
